Specific structural requirements for the inhibitory effect of thapsigargin on the Ca2+ ATPase SERCA.
Mutational analysis of amino acid residues lining the thapsigargin (TG) binding cavity at the interface of the membrane surface and cytosolic headpiece was performed in the Ca(2+) ATPase (SERCA-1). Specific mutations such as F256V, I765A, and Y837A reduce not only the apparent affinity of the ATPase for TG but also the maximal inhibitory effect. The effect of mutations is dependent on the type and size of the substitute side chain, indicating that hydrophobic partitioning of TG and complementary molecular shapes are involved not only in binding but also in the inhibitory mechanism. A major factor determining the inhibitory effect of bound TG is its interference with conformational changes that are required for the progress of the ATPase cycle. Most prominent and specific is the TG interference with a wide displacement of the Phe-256 side chain that is associated with the E2 to E1.2Ca(2+) transition. The specificity of the TG inhibitory mechanism is emphasized by the finding that the F256V mutation does not interfere at all with the effect of 2,5-di-(t-butyl)-hydroquinone, which is another SERCA inhibitor bound by hydrophobic partitioning. The specificity of the inhibitory mechanism is also emphasized by the observation that within the concentration range producing total inhibition of wild-type SERCA-1, TG produces a 4-fold stimulation of the P-glycoprotein (multidrug transporter) ATPase.